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About Agroni Research Ltd.

Agroni Research is an organisation, which was established in 2000,
that specialises in research within British black and Asian minority
ethnic (BAME) communities. They have a pool of over 300 multilingual researches throughout the United Kingdom. The researchers
are selected on a basis of their local, cultural and religious knowledge.
Agroni Research uses both qualitative and quantitative research for a
variety of clients in the public, private and voluntary sectors.

What I did

Familiarise myself with the Excel Spreadsheet through practising
with old data first.
Insert and analyse data from Cancer Research about potential
ways to increase awareness about mouth cancer in Tower Hamlets
in Excel.
Work on a project about Agroni Research expanding their business
to Bangladesh. In this report was a comparative study on the requirements for nurses and social workers in both the United Kingdom
and Bangladesh with references to a range quantitative research
that was recently done.
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What I gained from this internship

Through doing this internship, I have been able to:

With the flexibility of my internship programme, I was also able to
dedicate some time to learning about Excel and the ways I could
put this into practice during my internship with Agroni. From this,
I was able to use Excel confidently, including the short cuts, coding,
and data cleaning in Excel. In addition to this, my Excel knowledge
will further be of benefit in my Sociology Undergraduate Dissertation Project.
Improve on my communication skills through communicating with
Agroni Research’s employees, as well as answering telephone calls
regularly.
At the end of my internship programme, I completed a Report titled,
‘Doing Business in Bangladesh: Exploring the Potential Growth for
Agroni Research’. This was printed off and bounded, and I was also
able to keep a copy for myself. One big achievement from this report
was that my manager used this report in meetings regarding Agroni
Research’s business expansion to Bangladesh.
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